
 

 
 

Subject: Changes to the GLA Establishment – 
the Sports Team 

Report to: GLA Oversight Committee  
 

Report of:  Chief Officer 
 

Date: 16 July 2019 

This report will be considered in public 
 
 

1. Summary     
 

1.1 The Sports Team has historically been a small team covering both major sporting events and 

community sports with a focus on participation. There have been substantial changes to their 

remit over the last few years, with considerable expansion of activity and funding for both 

elements of the team. The Major Events team has delivered events such as the International 

Association of Athletics Federation Athletics Championships and is currently putting a project 

team in place to deliver Euro2020.  Following consultation with the London Assembly regarding 

the Culture Strategy in December 2018, the Community Sports Team has developed the Sport 

and Physical Activity Strategy and is currently delivering the Sport Unites programme. 

 

1.2 This paper sets out the changes to the teams that are proposed in order to enable them to deliver 

their activities more effectively. The changes incorporate splitting the reporting of the Community 

Sports and Major events teams into two different units, matching their political reporting lines. 

They also include reshaping the Community Sport team so that it has adequate roles at the right 

level and right term to deliver Sport Unites, and the same for the Major events activity.  

 

1.3 The proposals are fully funded and will involve no budget growth for the Greater London 

Authority (GLA). 
 

 

2. Recommendation 
 
2.1 That the Committee responds to the Chief Officer’s consultation on:  

(a) The deletion of one permanent and one fixed term post;  

(b) The creation of one permanent and one fixed term post; 

(c) The extension of two fixed term posts so that their duration exceeds two years; 

and 

(d) The upgrade of one permanent post.  

 

3. Background 
 
3.1 The Sports team has historically been a small team covering both major sporting events and 

community sports with a focus on participation. The team moved to become part of the 

Communities and Intelligence directorate in 2017 and the reporting lines were changed to report 



 

 
 

into the Assistant Director (AD), Team London because of the linkages with community sport and 

volunteering. However, this move was not universally supported by staff who felt that the major 

sports element of their brief had very limited synergies with Team London (outside of major event 

volunteers).  

 

3.2 Due to the significant operational workload of both major sporting events and the development 

of the Sport Unites programme and the associated Sport and Physical Activity Strategy, line 

management of the team has been split for operational reasons, albeit not formally, with 

community sports reporting to the AD Team London and the major sports activity reporting to 

the AD of External Relations.  

 

3.3 This dual reporting line also extends to the Mayor’s office, where community sports comes under 

the remit of the Deputy Mayor for Social Integration, Social Mobility and Community 

Engagement and major sporting events comes under the remit of the Mayoral Director for 

External and International Affairs.  

 

3.4 With the appointment of a new Deputy Mayor in November 2018 and the expansion both of 

community sports and the major sporting event portfolios, it is sensible to review the working 

arrangements currently in place and ensure they are fit for purpose.  

 

 

4. Reasons for Change 
 

Community Sport  

4.1 Community sport work has changed significantly in the current administration with a major new 

emphasis on sport as an important mechanism for promotion of social integration and the Mayor 

has launched the Sport Unites programme to enable this. This multi-strand, multi-year 

programme aims to harness the power of sport to bring people from different backgrounds 

together – strengthening London’s communities whilst improving the physical and mental health 

of all Londoners. Community Sport has strong synergies with equalities and public health, the 

need for sporting participation of low-income Londoners and the social integration and social 

mobility benefits of sport.   

 

4.2 Through the Sport Unites programme, the Mayor will invest £8.8m into community sport between 

spring 2018 and spring 2021. This investment focuses on three themes: Sport for Social 

Integration; Active Londoners; and Workforce, Tech & Capacity Building. This third theme will 

help support the paid and volunteer community sport workforce in London, the development of 

cutting-edge technology, the promotion of sport tech industries, and robust monitoring and 

evaluation. The objectives of Sport Unites will also underpin how we work with major sports 

events to deliver meaningful opportunities for Londoners to engage with events, ensuring that 

the social and community benefits of hosting events are maximised. 

 

Sport Unites Theme One; Sport for Social Integration (£2.8m)  

4.3 This strand contains our partnership with Comic Relief; London Together, a £3m programme over 

three years. Round one awards were made in 2018 and we have just closed the expression of 

interest for the second round. We received 161 applications in total; following a shortlisting 

meeting, 37 were invited to the second stage of the application process requesting a total 

£5,107,695. The round 1 cohort have now participated in three learning workshops with the 



 

 
 

project evaluator, InFocus. All nine projects are due to submit their 6-month reports outlining 

reach, impact and an overview of their activities so far.  

 

4.4 Model City is our asset-based community development project with Laureus Sport for Good. We 

are working in three geographic areas, Haringey, Hounslow and Barking and Dagenham. Each of 

the three Model City steering groups have agreed their Vision, Mission and Aims; these are now 

being taken to their wider governance structures and signed off. Our sport for social integration 

micro grants, Stronger Communities, is now open for applications. This one-year rolling 

programme will award ‘micro grants’ of between £2,000 and £5,000 for 12-week projects that 

aim to increase social integration across London. The fund is open to individuals and 

organisations until May 2020. Awards have been made to the ‘Class of 2019’ where we have 

worked with SportsAid to support young athletes from diverse backgrounds. A launch event was 

held in May at the Olympic Stadium, with a high attendance rate.  

 

Sport Unites Theme Two; Active Londoners (£1.2m) 

4.5 This strand contains our activity around increasing participation in sport and physical activity for 

all Londoners. Active Londoners supports both individuals and organisations with established 

track records and those who are new to community sport. We looked for initiatives that provide 

convenient, affordable, local participation opportunities for Londoners in places where demand 

outdoes supply, help specific groups of Londoners who are inactive, and specifically address the 

barriers they face to being active and support Londoners with mental health difficulties. In Round 

1 of Active Londoners (Small and Medium grants) we received 536 applications representing a 

total ‘ask’ of £12.34m. Provisional offers have now been made to 59 projects totalling 

£756,870.77, and unsuccessful applicants informed with letters signposting them to other 

funding opportunities both within and outside Sport Unites/the GLA. 

 

Sport Unites - Young Londoners Fund (£3m) 

4.6 Sport Unites received an allocation of £3m from the Young Londoners Fund. This is split between 

our Summer Sports Activity Fund and our Impact Partnerships. For our second round of Summer 

Sports Activities we received 187 applications requesting a total of £1,55m (grants are £5-10k for 

project delivery of 4-6 weeks, to be completed within the school summer holidays). We have 

shortlisted 90 applications for panel discussion and 60 of these will be shortlisted for interview; 

the Violence Reduction Unit is involved in project selection. We expect to fund around 40-45 

projects totalling £350k. In July 2019 we will launch our expressions of interest for the Impact 

partnerships and we will fund six projects totalling £1.1m over two years. 

 

Sport Unites; Theme Three, Workforce, Tech and Capacity Building (£1.8m) 

4.7 Our Workforce, Tech and Capacity Building strand is still in development, with market soundings 

being taken with prospective delivery partners. We have held two thought leadership events for 

the community sports sector, bringing together different stakeholders to discuss the programme, 

our activities and how grassroots sports organisations can get involved. We had 268 attendees 

from representatives from 208 community sports organisations attend. On 25 June 2019 we 

partnered with Beyond Sport alongside Sport England, the Football Association (FA), and UK 

Sport at ‘Beyond Sport UK 2019’ and event which looked at sport as a driver for both social good 

and business success. It will explore how unique and unexpected partnerships, across the public, 

third and corporate sector, are creating lasting change and determine how we can all do more 

together. We have selected InFocus as the preferred bidder to provide measurement and 



 

 
 

evaluation services to the Sport Unites programme and they are now working with us to set 

targets and key performance indicators for the programme.  

 

4.8 Despite this increase in activity, the permanent headcount of this portion of the team is three 

permanent posts (excluding the Head of Sport). In addition to this, 2.5 fixed term posts were 

created to deliver the Sport Unites programme, these posts will need to be in place until at least 

2022 to deliver the current programme and evaluate its success and learnings. A more accurate 

picture of the staff resources required to deliver the programme is now possible as we have 

moved from the strategy and development work into planning and execution of delivery. 
 

Major Sports Events 

4.9 The GLA’s work on major sporting events, originally growing out of the legacy of the 2012 Games 

has subsequently seen London host numerous major events in subsequent years. Working in 

partnership with other city agencies the GLA Major Sports Events team has become London’s 

strategic lead for major sports events. Recent events include the 2015 Rugby World Cup, 2016 

European Swimming Championships, 2016 Track Cycling World Championships, 2017 IAAF World 

Athletics Championships and IPC World Athletics Championships and 2018 Women’s Hockey 

World Cup.   

 

4.10 Next year London will host Euro2020 with the GLA having significant responsibility under the 

terms of the Host City Agreement in partnership with Department for Digital, Culture, Media and 

Sport and the FA including delivery of eight games, fan zones across the city screening all games, 

football village activations, city dressing, host city volunteer management, city security and travel 

(both visitors and business as usual). The team is being scaled up on a fixed term basis to meet 

the significant requirements of hosting.  

 
4.11 The major sporting events part of the team already operates separately from the community sport 

side of the team. The strategic ambitions of the work are very different, with Major Sports Events 

focused on generating more accessible and affordable public events in the public realm and the 

promotion of major sports coming to London.  
 

Proposed changes 
4.12 Both elements of the team have grown in importance and have a significantly larger set of 

commitments to deliver.  

 

4.13 The Major Sports events portfolio needs closer alignment and direction with External Relations 

Events, who hold the skills and experience with regard to operational event delivery. 

 

4.14 The Sport Unites programme also needs additional management capacity given its scale and 

ambition. 

 

4.15 Because of this we propose a formal split in reporting lines going forward.  As stated earlier this 

has been the operational reality but we now want to formalise the arrangement and confirm the 

changes in reporting lines. This will necessitate the deletion of the Head of Sport role. This role is 

now vacant as the current post holder left the GLA on 31 May 2019. 

 

4.16 The split will simplify reporting lines as there will now be a clear reporting line for the two 

different elements of sports delivery, each with a manager leading the work.  



 

 
 

 

Proposed Team structure 
4.17 The Community Sport team will consist of: 

 Senior Manager, Community Sport - post creation (grade 11 permanent) to provide direct 

leadership of the community sport programme; 

 Senior Programme Delivery Manager - existing post (Grade 10 permanent); 

 Project Officer, Community Sports – existing post (grade 8 permanent);  

 Project Officer, Sport Unites – existing post (grade 8 fixed term post to be extended to 

run until 2022 in line with the current duration of the Sport Unites programme); 

 Project Officer, Sport Unites and Community Engagement - existing post (grade 8 fixed 

term to run until 2022 in line with the current duration of the Sport Unites programme); 

and 

 Project Officer, Community Sports – existing post (grade 7 permanent). 

 

4.18 The following roles will be deleted: 

 Head of Sport (grade 12) (permanent); 

 Senior Programme Delivery Manager (grade 10) (fixed term contract); and 

 Communications Officer (grade 8) (fixed term post, non-established). 

 

4.19 The Major Sports Events Team will consist of: 

 Senior Manager, Major Sports Events – existing post (grade 10 role (permanent) on an 

honorarium to a grade 11, to be re-graded to grade 11); 

 Euro2020 Project Manager - existing post (Grade 10 fixed term post, to be extended to 

31/10/2021 to cover the duration of the UEFA Women’s Euro Championships 2021;  

 Major Events Sports Officer – existing post (grade 8 permanent); and 

 10 x Euro2020 roles of different types, all fixed term posts.  

 

4.20 The proposals set out in this paper have a net nil impact on the permanent establishment of the 

Communities and Intelligence Directorate. The following posts will be created and/or extended: 

 Senior Manager, Community Sport (Grade 11) (permanent); 

 Project Officer, Sport Unites and Community Engagement (Grade 8) (fixed term contract 

until 2022) to be created; 

 Project Officer, Sport Unites, (Grade 8) (existing post fixed term contract) post to be 

extended until 2022; and 

 Euro2020 Project Manager, (Grade 10) (existing post fixed term contract) post to be 

extended until 2021 

 

 



 

 
 

 The detailed changes and requirements of each post are set out below. 

Job Title 
(Grade) 

Description of Responsibilities 

1 x Community 

Sport Senior 

Manager  

Grade 11 

permanent 

(New permanent 

role) 

This new role will solely be focused on Community Sport.  

It will lead on the Sport Unites programme, the Major Events Engagement 

Fund and work on Community Sport, including our relationship with 

London Sport. It will also focus on building relationships with other 

stakeholders who have an interest in community sport for London and 

Londoners. 

 

1 x Project Officer 

Sport Unites 

(Existing fixed 

term post – to be 

extended until 

December 2022 

to be co-terminus 

with Sport Unites 

programme) 

This is an existing fixed term post which focuses on delivery of key 

elements of the Sport Unites programme. There are three key strands, 

Social Integration, Active Londoners and Workforce. This role will lead 

delivery on one of the work-strands. This role is currently vacant. 

1 x Project and 

Community 

Engagement 

Officer, Sport 

Unites 

(New fixed term 

post until 

December 2022 

to be co-terminus 

with Sport Unites 

programme) 

This is a new two-year fixed-term post which will focus on project delivery 

for Sport Unites with a specific responsibility for community engagement 

and the communications and outreach aspects of the programme and 

overall stakeholder and community outreach activity internally and 

externally. 

This role is currently vacant. 

1 x Head of Sport 

Grade 12 

Permanent 

(Post deletion) 

This post is now vacant and will be deleted.  

The responsibilities for management of the community sport programme 

will be subsumed into the new Grade 11 role. 

The Head of Sport role existed when the team was smaller and did not 

have the large portfolio that now exists. In addition, originally the Sport 

team was stand alone and did not report into an AD so there was no senior 

reporting line or support. 

1 x Senior 

Programme 

Delivery Manager,  

Grade 10 fixed 

The work of this role will be subsumed into the role of the existing Grade 

10 within the team, with some aspects also being subsumed within the 

new Grade 11 role. 



 

 
 

Job Title 
(Grade) 

Description of Responsibilities 

term post 

(Post deletion)  

1 x 

Communications 

Officer  

Grade 8 fixed 

term post off 

establishment  

(Post deletion) 

This off establishment fixed term post was created to work on 

communications regarding the Sport Strategy consultation and the roll out 

of the Active Londoners programme. The work of the role is now included 

in the new Project and Community Engagement Officer role detailed 

above, which is a new fixed term post until December 2022. 

1 x Senior 

Manager, Major 

Sports Events  

Grade 10 

permanent role on 

an honorarium to 

an 11, to be 

confirmed as a 

Grade 11 

permanent role   

Responsible for delivery of all Major Sports Events for London.  

 

Given the future pipeline in this area, it is proposed we formalise the 

current honorarium arrangement which is in place for the role of Major 

Sports Events Manager acknowledging that this role has become more 

senior. It is proposed that this role is retitled and regraded as Senior 

Manager, Major Events, proposed grade 11. This role will continue to lead 

the Major events sports team, with a new reporting line to the External 

Relations Senior Manager, Events & Commercial Partnerships. The job 

description for the External Relations Senior Manager, Events & 

Commercial Partnerships will be reviewed and updated accordingly. 

1 x Euro2020 

Project Manager 

Grade 10 fixed 

term post 

(Fixed term post 

to be extended 

until August 

2021) 

Project Manager for the Euro2020 programme, responsible for all 

programme delivery for this event. 

 

The fixed term post of Euro2020 Project manager is currently in place until 

February 2020, given the need to close down and evaluate this significant 

event. As there is a need to deliver the Women’s UEFA event in 2021 it is 

proposed that the fixed term contract for this role be extended until end 

August 2021. This event will mirror the host city obligation of the men’s 

event and as such will need to be resourced accordingly. 

 

5 Consultation 
 

5.1  In accordance with the GLA Head of Paid Service Staffing Protocol and Scheme of Delegation 

(the “Staffing Protocol”), formal consultation with the Chief of Staff (on behalf of the Mayor) 

and the Assembly’s staffing committee, currently the GLA Oversight Committee (on behalf of the 

Assembly) is required for this proposal as five or more posts within one unit are being created or 

deleted. The Assembly has delegated its powers of consultation on staffing matters to the GLA 

Oversight Committee. 

 



 

 
 

5.2 We consulted with all staff in the Sports team and received both written and oral feedback. The 

summarised feedback and the subsequent comments and/or changes are attached as  

Appendix 2.  

 

5.3 This paper seeks to consult the Assembly (via the Assembly’s Staffing Committee, the GLA 

Oversight Committee). The Chief of Staff, on behalf of the Mayor, is also being consulted. The 

Head of Paid Service (the “HoPS”) will take their views into consideration when making a 

decision. 

 

 

6 Legal Implications  
 

6.1 Under the Greater London Authority Act 1999 (as amended), the HoPS may, after consultation with 

the Mayor and the Assembly and having regard to the resources available and priorities of the 

Authority:  

 appoint such staff as the HoPS considers necessary for the proper discharge of the functions 

of the Authority’s (section 67(2)); and  

 make such appointments on such terms and conditions as the HoPS thinks fit (section 70(2)). 

 

6.2 The Assembly has delegated its powers of consultation on staffing matters to the Assembly’s 

staffing committee, currently the GLA Oversight Committee. 

 

6.3 After consultation with the Mayor and the Assembly, the Staffing Protocol, was adopted by the 

HoPS in November 2009 and revised in July 2018. The Staffing Protocol sets out the Authority’s 

agreed approach as to how the HoPS will discharge the staffing powers contained in sections 

67(2) and 70(2) of the Greater London Authority Act 1999 (as amended).  

 

6.4 Paragraph 5.1 of the Staffing Protocol says that, “The HoPS will consult the Chief of Staff, on 

behalf of the Mayor, and the Assembly’s staffing committee, on behalf of the Assembly, on any 

major restructure; namely the creation or deletion of five or more posts within any one unit.” As 

set out above, the Assembly’s staffing committee is currently the GLA Oversight Committee.    

 

6.5 The proposals set out in this paper fall within the definition of a ‘major restructure’ contained 

within the Staffing Protocol so require formal consultation with the Chief of Staff (on behalf of 

the Mayor) and the Assembly’s staffing committee, currently the GLA Oversight Committee, (on 

behalf of the Assembly).  This paper seeks to consult the Assembly (via the Assembly’s staffing 

committee, the GLA Oversight Committee) in line with the requirements set out in the Staffing 

Protocol. The HoPS will take the Assembly’s views into consideration when making a decision.   

 

6.6 The GLA should ensure that its Recruitment and Selection Policy and Equal Opportunities 

Standard are followed when recruiting to the vacant posts. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

7. Financial Comments 
 

7.1  The changes proposed to the permanent staffing establishment involve the deletion of one Grade 

12 post, the creation of one Grade 11 post and the upgrade of one post from Grade 10 to Grade 

11. The net effect of this set of proposals is an annual saving of £11,000, based on 2019-20 

staffing costs. 

 

7.2  The changes proposed to the temporary staffing establishment – i.e. in terms of fixed posts – 

involve increased costs and will be charged to the programme budget to which they relate, and, in 

each, there is sufficient budget within the programme budget to fund the proposed posts. The 

two programmes in question are: 

 Sport Unites; and 

 EURO 2020. 

7.3 The programme sums involved are as shown in the table immediately below. 

 

Programme 2019-20 

£000 

2020-21 

£000 

2021-22 

£000 

2022-23 

£000 

Total 

Sport Unites 58 118 122 92 390 

EURO 2020 - 30 30 - 60 

Total  58 148 152 92 450 

 

7.4 These sums are in part offset by savings of £71,000 arising in 2019-20 from the deletion of a 

fixed term post. 

 
 

 

List of Appendices to this report: 

 

Appendix 1 - Community Sport proposed Structure 

Major Events proposed Structure  

 

Appendix 2 - Summary of consultation responses received from staff  

 

Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985  

List of Background Papers:  

None 

Contact Officer: Alice Wilcock, Assistant Director, Team London and Sport 

Telephone:  020 7983 5560 

E-mail: Alice.wilcock@london.gov.uk  
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